This article demonstrates a new conceptor network based classifier in classifying images. Mathematical descriptions and analysis are presented. Various tests are experimented using three benchmark datasets: MNIST, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. The experiments displayed that conceptor network can offer superior results and flexible configurations than conventional classifiers such as Softmax Regression and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Introduction
Recent successes in deep learning has revolutionized the field of machine learning and pattern recognition [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . In most successful classification applications, softmax regression [8] and support vector machine (SVM) [9] are usually employed and achieved state-of-the-art performance [2, 3, 7] .
One major disadvantage of current popular classifiers (i.e. softmax regression) is that they are not extensible once the learning architecture is built. In a supervised learning task, current classifiers are not capable of modeling new class of data by default. They have to reinitialize the entire architecture or pay expensive cost on retraining the learning model. Another disadvantage of current classifiers is that they fail to model logical relationships in between classes. This usually prevents us from conducting semantic reasoning directly using non-semantic information (i.e. image feature, audio feature).
This article utilized a naive conceptor network [10] as classifier for image classification benchmarks (details in Section 2). The network generates a conceptor for each presented class. As the name suggested, a conceptor represents the "concept" of a class. And then learned conceptors are used to measure relevance between data and the classes. Three popular datasets: MNIST [11] , CIFAR-10 [12] and CIFAR-100 [12] are experimented and analyzed (Section 3). The experiments showed that conceptor network is capable of achieving comparable performance on MNIST (97.49%) and superior performance on CIFAR-10 (98.39%) and CIFAR-100 (83.04%) datasets using simple features from shallow neural networks (Section 3.1-3.3). The model is capable of learning new unseen classes without damaging the performance of previous learned classes (Section 3.4). In the addition experiment of CIFAR-100, the learned sub-class conceptors can infer super-class conceptors without retraining by using logical operations (Section 3.5).
Method

Naive conceptor network
Consider a modified recurrent network:
where σ(·) is the activation function (tanh in this article). x t ∈ R n is an n-dimensional input at time t. h t ∈ R m is an m-dimensional hidden activation at t, the output of the network y t is a replica of hidden activation. W hh and W ih are weight matrices from hidden to hidden and from input to hidden correspondingly. Note that all weight matrices are initialized randomly and not subjected to change over time.
is a time-dependent pattern or a class of data (i.e. object, face, scene, etc) and
m×T (h 0 is randomly initialized) as respective hidden activation history. The hidden activation can be modeled by following cost function:
where C is called conceptor that characterizes data X's hidden activation H, λ ∈ (0, 1) is the regularization term.
Given Eqn. 3, conceptor C can be computed by empolying stochastic gradient descent (SGD) by
where α is learning rate.
Since Eqn. 3 presents a convex problem, there is an analytical solution given by [10, 13] :
(5) where R ∈ R m×m is correlation matrix that is computed by
Eqn. 4 and Eqn. 5 are expected to give the same solution under regularization. Considering the speed issue and size of datasets that are used in this paper, the analytical solution is primarily used.
Correlation matrix R characterizes geometrical properties of hidden activation. By running principal component analysis (PCA), the resulted eigenvectors
represent an ellipsoid in high dimensional space. Eqn. 3 is subject to learn a regularized identity map. One perspective of conceptor C is a normalized version of R, the eigenvalues σ i are normalized to c i is:
The above equation normalizes the eigenvalues into (0,1). c i s here are eigenvalues of conceptor C. C preserve the geometrical properties still.
Use logical operations over conceptor
An advantage that is offered by conceptor network is enabling boolean operations [10] . Basic boolean operations such as NOT (¬), AND (∧), OR (∨) are usable over learned conceptors.
Given conceptors B, C and identity matrix I, operations that are suggested in [10] are listed here:
Use conceptor network as supervised classifier
Conceptor network takes a regression analysis on hidden activation of a class of data. The resulted conceptor has the property of quantifying relevance between a hidden activation using vector projection (Section 2.1). This advantage can be taken to formulate a supervised classifier.
as a collection of conceptors. Each conceptor C j characterizes one class of data.
as a collection of negative conceptors that produced by C:
where D j represents the condition of not being other N − 1 classes.
Given a conceptor C, a negative conceptor D and data x's hidden activation h, a positive evidence is computed by
Correspondingly, negative evidence is
And combined evidence is computed by
Positive evidence quantify the degree of relevance between signal x and conceptor C. Negative evidence quantify the degree of relevance between signal x and not being other classes than C. The evidence computes overlapping between the ellipsoids that is characterized by conceptor C and the data.
Given data x's hidden activation h, the signal belongs to class j * :
where C j ∈ C and D j ∈ D.
Experiments
In this section, experiments on MNIST, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 are presented and discussed. 2. Infer super-class conceptors from sub-class conceptors (CIFAR-100)
Classify MNIST
MNIST dataset contains 60,000 training samples and 10,000 testing samples [11] . Each sample is a hand-written digit from 0-9. Experiments in this section used first 50,000 samples of training dataset and full testing dataset. The conceptor network generated 10 conceptors for total 10 classes given a set of feature. Results are presented in Figure 1 and Tab. 1.
In Fig. 1 , performance of conceptor network is stable across a large range of number of neurons in reservoir. And the network works well when the number of neurons is small. Results in Tab. 1 shows that Auto-encoder feature is slightly better than ConvNet feature. The performance here is not as good as some deep architectures [11, 14] . It offered similar performance to networks that have similar depth (3 layer MLP networks used in [11] ). [11] 99.05% R. Salakhutdinov et al. [14] 99% Y. Lecun et al. [11] 97.05%
Classify CIFAR-10
CIFAR-10 consists of 60,000 32 × 32 color images in 10 classes [12] . There are 50,000 training images and 10,000 testing images. CIFAR-10 is among the most popular benchmarks in pattern recognition. Like MNIST, experiments here also employ features from shallow networks. And results are showed in Fig. 2 [15] 91.78% M.Lin et al. [16] 91.2% L. Wan et al. [17] 90.68% I. J. Goodfellow et al. [18] 90.65%
Classify CIFAR-100
CIFAR-100 consists of 60,000 32 × 32 color images in 100 classes [12] . Each class has 500 training images and 100 testing images. And the 100 classes are grouped into 20 super-classes. There are many previous attempts on improving classification accuracy for CIFAR-100 [15, 16, 18, 19] . The results are presented in Figure 3 , 4 and Table 3 , 4.
Similar to previous results in CIFAR-10, ConvNet features in this section work a lot better than Auto-encoder features (10%-20% better in CIFAR-100 sub-class experiment). Both best results of super-class and sub-class classification are generated by ConvNet-Feature-500 (96.48% and 83.04% respectively). Performance of proposed method is better than previous published results (Tab. 4). [15] 65.43% M.Lin et al. [16] 64.32% N. Srivastava et al. [19] 63.15% I. J. Goodfellow et al. [18] 61.43%
Learn new classes incrementally
Another advantage of conceptor network is that it can learn new classes without damaging previous learned classes. With this feature, a learning system can be easily scaled up without taking many efforts. This experiment takes 100 sub-classes of CIFAR-100 to demonstrate incremental learning. 
Infer super-classes from sub-classes in CIFAR-100
One feature of CIFAR-100 is relationship between super-class and sub-class. As discussed previously, each super-class corresponds to 5 sub-classes. Conventionally, a mapping table is used when a classifier (e.g. softmax) generates super-class label from sub-class label of an image. In this experiment, logical operation OR is used to infer super-classes directly from sub-classes. For example, the conceptor of flowers can be represented as combination of it's sub-classes orchids, poppies, roses, sunflowers and tulips:
Here the conceptors established a semantic relationship between super and sub-classes instead of a simple mapping method. Concept of flowers is reasoned from its 5 sub-classes. One can use this property of conceptor to model complex relationships between data categories. The result is presented in Fig. 6 . The classification performance stays high and stable across large number range of hidden neurons.
Conclusion
This article demonstrated our first attempt of using conceptor network in pattern recognition benchmarks. Conceptor network exhibited impressive performance on classification of tiny object images. The proposed classifier showed superior performance with shallow network features. It can learn new class of data incrementally without harming previous learned classes. And it is capable of modeling semantic relationships by using logical operations over learned conceptors. One challenge and problem is that this method takes high memory cost of maintaining all conceptors at once. This requirement is fair to most benchmark datasets, however it is not an ultimate solution for extreme large data flows.
The potential of conceptor network is unlimited by current presentation. Our future works include exploring theory and applications of conceptor network. Many state-of-the-art supervised application now potentially can replace conventional classifiers with conceptor network.
